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“We strive to deliver outstanding impact on the reputation and 

success of our clients, in the UK and globally. This demands 

sustained high performance and a commitment to quality 

from all of us - as individuals and together”



UK Wide Professional Services

• 640 staff

• Full range

• Recruiting 150+ per year

• Challenges
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Talent

• What does it mean?

• Where do you find it?

• How can it be developed

Cutting-edge talent development must bring together on-the-job 

learning, project assignments, talent networks, and formal 

education and training with individual experiences to create real 

behavioural change that is consistent with the business’s needs and 

goals. 3



Our approach - external

• Needs analysis vs skills analysis

• Aptitude testing

• Interpersonal skills

• Academics base level
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Internal talent identification

• Challenge / opportunity programme

• Ability and time to fail

• Regular feedback

• Mentoring / buddying

• Something different
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Locating talent

• Broadened approach

• “University of life”

• Brightstart campaign

• Open minded
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Developing talent

• Flexibility

• Time to think as well as learn

• High performance culture

• What does “high” mean?

• “Frozen” approach…
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Our experience

Good

• South Wales talent pool

• Energy and enthusiasm

• Process / flexibility

• Retention and development

• Designing open talent networks

Not so good

• Time

• Speed to develop

• Impact of technology
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Thoughts

• Look ahead, constantly

• Reflect and observe

• Ignore technology at your peril

• Sense check process

• Lead differently

• Integrate and connect
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